ABSTRACT. We provide a new proof of Behncke's remarkable result that the Coulombic Dirac equation with nonzero anomalous magnetic moment is essentially selfadjoint (on C~( R ' )~) for ut7j. value of the Coulomb charge.
In this note we shall consider Dirac operators. In the simplest version, these have the form . Indeed, it has been speculated that these difficulties have physical significance for the stability of the world if superheavy nucleii with charge Z > 137 exist (written back in conventional units Z = ea-' with a the fine structure constant); see 16, 101 and the references therein. We feel that these speculations are ill founded for a number of reasons including the theme of this note. Equation (1) [2] ), discovered the remarkable result that if y # 0 and V = el.5-', then (2) is essentially selfadjoint on c , " ( R~)~(here C, " = c,"(R3 \ (0)) for any e # 0).
Behncke's analysis depends essentially on the central symmetry of V(2) = el.5-' which allows one to write (2) as a direct sum of (two-component) ODE's. He analyzes these new operators by the well-developed selfadjointness techniques of such ODE's (see e.g. Weidman 1151). Our goal here is to prove Behncke's result using operator theoretic methods.
Absorbing p/2m into V, (2) finally becomes
In order to study (27, it turns out to be useful to introduce operators of the type
We first state (see Kato [7] for discussions of A-boundedness) 
PROPOSITION 1. S is C-bounded with relative bound zero if and only if S+ is A +-bounded and S is
Moreover, (i) is equivalent to (ii).
-PROOF. The equivalence of (i) and (ii) follows from X** = 2 and X * = X*. The first assertion follows from the observation that C = (>+ i-)and secondly from the easy calculation that C* = ( : ? G: ). REMARK. Nelson has noticed 1121 that the fact that C = ( ; , G) is selfadjoint if A is closed provides a trivial proof of von Neumann's theorem that A*A is densely defined as selfadjoint: Just notice that by the spectral theorem, if C is self-adjoint, then C 2is densely defined and selfadjoint.
The final abstract result that we require is: The difficulties with noncentral potentials is shown by the fact that while (7), (8) hold for each value of j, they are not uniform in j.
We end by noting that one can compare our proof with that of Behncke [3] by noting the conditions under which our respective arguments apply. 
